22re firing order

The Toyota R family was a series of inline-four gasoline automobile engines. Designed for
longitudinal placement in such vehicles as the Celica and Hilux and in production from through
, usage faded out as many of Toyota's mainstream models moved to front-wheel drive.
Overhead cam OHC versions featured a chain-driven camshaft. The 1. The R engine was the
Toyota engine used in the Toyota Crown , the first model to be exported to the United States.
Production had been gradually transferred from the original Honsha plant to the new Toyota
Kamigo plant in Applications: [2]. When introduced it had a 7. In the 3R was uprated to and the
3R-B version was offered from through with the old 7. The 3R-C was introduced to comply with
Californian emissions laws. The 3R-LPG variant was made for the last five years. The 2. It is a
2-valve OHV engine. The 7R-LPG was produced from through Cylinder bore and stroke was It
was a major departure for the R family. The 8R engine has a closed chamber head vs the open
chamber of the 18R-C. From to Feb it was known as the 10R , but along with a removal of the
tensioner gear in the interest of quieter operation, it was renamed the 8R-G to reflect the
decision that twin-cam engines were henceforth to be identified by a "-G" suffix. Bore and
stroke The cam lobes activated the valves directly via a bucket over shim arrangement. A total
of 2, 9R engines were built. The twin cam 1. The later 8R-G version did not receive a timing
chain tensioner in an effort to make it more silent. The 12R-LPG , was produced from through
The OHC 1. There was also a 16R-J version for various commercial vehicle applications. The
18R series shared a 2. The 2-valve DOHC 18R-G and its variations were produced from to ,
replacing the 8R-G and providing a performance engine which took advantage of the entire
2-litre limit of Japan's " small car " class. Except for the head and related timing components,
most parts were shared or interchangeable with the SOHC 18R. Combustion chambers were
hemispheric. In , air injection was added to the Japan-market 18R-GR for improved emissions.
This used Solex carburettors. There was also a catalyzed carburetted version, the 18R-GU.
German racing team Schnitzer also developed a turbocharged silhouette racing version of the
Celica, [14] to take on the Porsche The 2-valve SOHC 2. The 19R was a short-lived experiment
by Toyota, and was only offered in Japanese market cars. Aluminum alloy heads were used. The
head was changed from a reverse-flow to a cross-flow type with hemispherical combustion
chambers and shorter valve rockers. The timing chain was strengthened. The lower block
bearings were strengthened against wear, safeguarding oil pressure, and the stroke was
lengthened. The changes increased torque substantially and shifted peak power and torque
towards the lower speed range. The later R series engines did much to establish Toyota's
reputation for reliability, which had previously been indifferent at best. The first fuel injected
22R-E engines appeared in August Non-compatible parts include the cylinder head, block,
pistons and many of the associated parts such as the timing chain and cover, and water and oil
pumps although the oil pump internals are the same. These changes also affected the 22R,
therefore one can consider the 85â€”95 22R-E as a fuel injected version of the 85â€”90 22R with
only minor differences, if any. Toyota swapped the dual-row timing chain used in older engines
for a single-row chain with plastic guides in The new system reduced drag on the engine but
introduced a new maintenance problem. The timing chain then impacts the plastic driver's side
chain guide, breaking it within a short period of time and creating a noticeable chattering sound
in the front of the engine, especially when cold. If the engine continues to be operated without
the guide restraint, the chain will vibrate excessively on the driver's side and stretch rapidly.
The result is any of several failure modes. First, the loose chain will reduce ignition timing
accuracy, which usually results in noticeably rough running. Second, it may jump a tooth on the
drive sprocket or break entirely, which almost always results in major damage to an interference
engine. Third, the stretched chain can slap against the side of the timing cover and wear
through the metal into the coolant passage behind the water pump, resulting in major damage
to both the oil and cooling systems sometimes mis-diagnosed as a head gasket failure. The
damaged aluminum timing cover is difficult to repair effectively and is typically replaced after
such an event. However, some Toyota mechanics will recommend the plastic guides as they will
break when the timing chain is stretched; When the guides break a noticeable chatter is heard
from the timing chain slapping on the cover, warning the operator of a worn timing chain. These
engines are extremely well known for their durability, decent fuel efficiency and good low to mid
range torque. However, its weakness is high-end power. The 22R has a large displacement and
a strong block, but its comparatively long stroke and restrictive head limit its use in high
revving applications. A popular modification to the early 22R is to use a 20R head. Unlike
popular lore, the 20R head does not have smaller combustion chambers. The misunderstanding
originated when the 22R came out and an advantage was its higher compression ratio, so
swapping a 20R block with a 22R, there was a compression increase. The 20R head is a simple
bolt-on modification for the pre block, but also requires the use of the 20R intake manifold,
making it almost impossible there's a lot of matching necessary to use with the 22R-E EFI
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